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INTRODUCTION

We live in the Information Age. The time when the ownership of a computer or the Internet access
was just a privilege for rich people only has already gone. Current "smart" devices are permanently
connected to the Internet and provide us a great deal of different cloud services. Smart devices, the
Internet and many of cloud solutions form our daily life. The Internet is no longer used just to search
for information. For example, new smart televisions (TV) allow us to watch on-line streaming videos
and record movies which are stored to the cloud. Smart phones are not used just to make calls. For
instance, they can be used for sport activities (as a personal trainer, e.g. Endomondo), listening to
music (on-line streaming music services such as Spotify), chatting with friends, and living our social
life (on Facebook, Google, WhatsApp etc.). Our data are always available thanks to services such
as Dropbox, Google Drive, OneDrive, and iCloud. Moreover, we never get lost, since our smart
phone is equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS). At present, there is almost nobody who
misses an account held under Facebook, Google, Amazon or Apple. These internet giants collect
our data and profile us. They may do that for improving and optimising the services or for better
understanding our behaviour and preferences [18]. But how can we be sure that these data are not
collected to track us and sell our profile?

Smart grids, smart metering or smart cities are the current terms as well as the Internet of Things
(IoT). Electronic devices start to communicate with each other without human interaction, they send
(or exchange) many of user data through the Internet. New data published by Juniper Research [63]
show that the development of smart grids linked to the smart cities will result in citizens saving
$14 billion per annum in energy bills by 2022. Most of the big cities (such as London, Brussels,
Barcelona and many others) apply the low emission zones at the city centers to minimize the pollu-
tion. In this scenario, only registered cars have access to the center. The bicycle– , scooter– or even
car–sharing is an actual service in the most modern cities. In many cases, just a pre-installed ap-
plication in a smart phone with Bluetooth or Near Field Communication (NFC) technology support
is required to unlock and use these vehicles. The public transportation system gets more and more
integrated, and, at the same time, supports smart cards with prepaid fare. Countries issue electronic
IDentity (eID) cards as in the case of Germany [61] and Czechia [55]. These may lead to people
tracking anywhere at any time.

The current systems are required to provide standard security properties. The data has to be
protected against modification (data integrity) and eavesdropping (data confidentiality). The data
recipient has to be sure that the data was sent by a known sender (authentication) and the sender
cannot deny having sent the data (non-repudiation). Unfortunately, the standard systems use the
identity-based authentication approach, where a user must identity himself at first. To do that, he
sends his unique identifier (which is associated with his real identity), and then, he proves the pro-
claimed identity using the corresponding private key. This security context has a big impact on user’s
privacy, since the user identity is always disclosed. The verifier or service provider can profile the
user, track his movement and behavior. Therefore, the standard security requirements are insuffi-
cient. In many scenarios user identification is not necessary and a service provider needs to know
only whether a user has access to the required service (i.e., holds a valid ticket) or not. No other
personal information is needed. The requirements on development of more privacy-friendly applica-
tions have been already demanded since 2011 by United States (US) [69] and European Union (EU)
[50] institutions.

Especially recently, the European Commission has adopted many new regulations and strategies
with close relation to the user privacy. For example, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
[40] is the regulation of EU law from 2016. In particular, GDPR aims primarily on data protection
and privacy. Thanks to this regulation, users gain higher control over their data. The European
Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) demands on privacy-preserving features of Eu-
ropean eID [54]. The European Strategy on Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) [39]
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aims to improve road safety, traffic efficiency and comfort of driving, by helping drivers to take
the right decisions and adapt their route to the traffic situation. In this context, C-ITS assumes that
there is a communication between vehicles and a transport infrastructure. Drivers are exchanging
information about their locations and other important data. In the same time, C-ITS must protect the
location privacy of drivers to avoid their tracking.

Modern cryptographic constructions may prevent privacy leaks in current scenarios. For example,
group and ring signatures significantly increase user’s privacy. Users only prove their membership
in the specific group, while their identity remains hidden. Furthermore, Attribute-Based Credential
(ABC) schemes allow users to prove the possession of personal attributes, while no more additional
information or user’s identity is revealed. Therefore, these schemes are suitable for privacy-friendly
systems. Unfortunately, the schemes are usually more computationally expensive compared to stan-
dard signature and authentication schemes, since they use more arithmetic operations. In particular,
the modular exponentiation and bilinear pairing operations are widely used and directly affect the
scheme efficiency, and, hence, its practical usability.
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1 THESIS OBJECTIVES

The general objective of this thesis is to design novel privacy-enhancing cryptographic schemes for
practical use in current Information and Communication Technology (ICT) scenarios, especially in
access control systems, but also in data collection and notification systems. The current systems
use identity-based authentication (and authorization) approaches to control the access to services.
This affects directly user privacy and digital identity protection. Therefore, we are mainly inter-
ested in developing novel privacy-friendly cryptographic schemes that address these shortcomings
and threats. First of all, we require that the scheme provides both security and privacy properties.
The scheme must by provably secure, i.e., the scheme security holds under cryptographic hard-
ness assumptions, and meets both completeness and soundness properties. Furthermore, we are
going to involve advanced cryptographic primitives, such as zero-knowledge protocols, to control
the amount of released sensitive information during the authentication process. Besides the security
properties, the scheme has to meet at least the following privacy properties:

• Anonymity: the user’s identity remains hidden during the authentication process. Hence, there
is no privacy threats for honest users. The verifier may only check, whether the user is autho-
rized to access the service or not.

• Unlinkability: all transactions (sessions) of a single user are mutually unlinkable and com-
pletely indistinguishable from the transactions of other users. It prevents linking individual
sessions together and profiling users.

• Untraceability: the proofs generated by users are randomized, hence, not even the issuer is
able to track issued credentials, i.e., users’ behaviour or movement.

Moreover, we require that the scheme provides efficient revocation and identification mecha-
nisms. This allows a service provider to learn the user’s identity in case of malicious intents. If the
user loses his credentials (typically a smart card with stored user secret keys and relevant attributes),
the service provider can revoke the user from the system, by putting the user revocation handlers on
the blacklist.

Most current scenarios involve many constrained devices (wearables, smart meters, sensors, RFID
tags, smart cards etc.) with computation and memory limitations. Accordingly, we require the
scheme to be sufficiently fast even on constrained devices, in particular on smart cards. Smart
cards are considered to be tamper-resistant devices and, therefore, they provide secure storage for
sensitive data, including user private keys. For this reason, we design novel schemes based on elliptic
curve cryptography to reduce computational and memory resources on smart cards. It is important
to notice that some operations (such as bilinear pairing) cannot be used on smart cards due to their
unavailability on these devices.
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2 STATE OF THE ART

2.1 Group Signatures

A group signature is a cryptographic primitive widely used for providing user privacy and anonymity.
The basic idea is to hide a user inside the bigger group of other users. Hence, a verifier is not able
to learn any personal information (including the identity) of a signer. The only information that
the verifier receives is whether the signer is a member of the group or he is not. In other words,
an (anonymous) group signature allows users to sign a message on behalf of the group, in such a
way that a signature does not disclose which user was signing the message. In the classical digital
signature scheme, each signer holds his own keypair consisting of two specific keys: one private and
one public key. The group signature scheme is similar to the classical digital signature scheme. In
case of group signatures, there is one public key which is related with a set of private keys. A group
signature scheme usually involves the following entities:

Currently, there are many group signature proposals that mostly fulfill security and privacy re-
quirements described above. The first group signature schemes where introduced by Chaum and
Heyst [35] in 1991. These signatures are important especially from the theoretical point of view,
since they are very inefficient. The inefficiency is given particularly due to big sizes of signatures
and public keys together with their linear dependence in the number of group members. Over time,
newer schemes were proposed. These proposals focus not only on privacy requirements but also on
efficiency and practical usage, i.e. dynamism, speed, size of signature and public key, their indepen-
dence in the number of group members (system or black listed users), and revocation techniques.
For more details see paper [10].

Group signatures became part of many current ICT applications and services where the pro-
tection of user privacy is required. Nonetheless, group signature schemes are usually even more
computationally expensive and produce bigger signatures in comparison with standard digital signa-
ture schemes such as RSA, DSA or ECDSA. However, the signatures complexity is the key for their
practical usage. The complexity becomes more crucial in current systems such as IoT, Vehicular
Ad hoc Networks (VANET), Smart Grids, Smart Cities, and Industry 4.0. In each of these systems,
group signatures can be beneficial for users who are concerned about their privacy. Moreover, these
systems are usually formed by many constrained devices with power and memory restrictions which
must be addressed in the newest proposals.

In fact, the area of group signatures is addressed by different international standards and research
papers. For example, the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) [52] provides a
comparison of 12 selected group signature schemes which comply the basic security and privacy
requirements. The paper [48] compares the performance of two group signature schemes on mobile
devices, namely pairing-based BBS [22] and non-pairing-based ACJT [15] group signature schemes.
The results show that the signing and verification phases of both schemes take few seconds (up to
3 s) on smartphones with Android platform and 1 GHz CPU. In case of full pre-computation use,
the signing phase is even faster (up to 50 ms), since it computes one hash function and few modular
multiplications and additions. However, in the case of no pre-calculations, the verification of one
signature takes 14.14 s for BBS and 1.4 s for ACJT. Another closely related work is the paper
written by Potzmader et al. [62]. The authors investigate the performance of three anonymous
digital signature schemes on mobile devices, that are all included in the ISO/IEC 20008-2:2013
standard [12]. This standard defines seven anonymous digital signature schemes in total and provides
a general description of group public key mechanisms.

Based on the papers mentioned above and the current user’s privacy requirements in many ICT
applications, we provide comprehensive evaluation of group signature schemes and their practical
usability in current ICT applications such as access control, data collection and data notification, see
paper [8] for more details. The summary of the comparison is depicted in the Table 1.
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Table 1: Evaluation of group signatures schemes.

Scheme Sign Cost Verify

Cost

Sign Size PK Size Pairing Assumption Revoke

BBS [24] 9EG1+3EGT 1e+8EG1+

2EG2+3EGT

3G1+6Zp

(1545 b)

4G1+2G2

(1050 b)

3 q-SDH,

DLIN, ECDL

sk

DP [38] 8EG1+3EGT 1e+7EG1+

2EG2+3EGT

4G1+5Zp

(1559 b)

4G1+2G2

(1050 b)

3 q-SDH, XDH,

DLIN, ECDL

sk

HLCCN

[47]

7EG1+5EGT 1e+5EG1+

2EG2+4EGT

3G1+5Zp

(5600 b)

6G1+2G2

(1400 b)

3 q-SDH, XDH,

DLIN, ECDL

sk

ACJT [15] 12EG∗n 10EG∗n 7G∗n+1Zq

(7328 b)

6G∗n
(6144 b)

7 SRSA, DDH,

DL

cred, rl

CG [28] 10EG∗n 10EG∗n 8G∗n+1Zq

(8352 b)

7G∗n+1Zq

(7328 b)

7 SRSA, DDH,

DL

cred, rl

IMSTY [49] 7EG∗n+8EG1 7EG∗n+8EG1 5G∗n+5Zp

+1Zq (6155 b)

7G∗n+4Zp

(7848 b)

7 SRSA, DH,

ECDL

cred

HM GS [45] 9EG∗n 10EG∗n 7G∗n+1Zq

(7328 b)

5G∗n
(5120 b)

7 DL, IF rl

Note: EG1 – EC scalar multiplication in G1, similarly EG2 and EGT , e – bilinear pairing, sk – group member private key,

cred – credential, rl – revocation list.

Our performance results are depicted in Figure 1. Note that non-pairing schemes show better
performance results than paring-based schemes. Only in case of IMSTY scheme, we can see a
significant increase of the verification and signing time. This is due to elliptic curve operations
execution on Android device.
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Figure 1: Performance of non-pairing and pairing based group signatures on Nexus 5 LG.
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2.2 Attribute-Based Credentials

Attribute-Based Credential is a cryptographic construction, that is a basic pillar of so-called attribute-
based authentication schemes. In contrast to the classical authentication schemes based on identity,
ABC schemes are more privacy-friendly, since they do not disclose user identity or other private
information, that is not mandatory to gain an access to the required service. In many scenarios,
it is not necessary to know a user identity to get an access. More important is to know, whether
the user holds some personal attributes (his specific properties) which are directly related to the
service scenario. Attributes are grouped together in a cryptographic (digital) credential as depicted
in Figure 2. The credential is a cryptographic container for attributes signed by a trusted party. In
general, we say, that credentials are issued and attributes are shown. Moreover, credentials usually
include user’s key, which provides non-transferability. In this context we can construct different
credential types including set of common attributes:

Figure 2: Cryptographic credential construction.

Anonymous credentials hide the attributes, so, seeing a credential, no one can obtain any informa-
tion about the attributes in it. Furthermore, the credentials allow user to authenticate himself without
identification, and provide session unlinkability. Nowadays, there is only several attribute-based cre-
dential schemes, e.g. U-Prove [58], Idemix [19] and Hajny-Malina [43].

U-Prove
U-Prove is an anonymous attribute-based credential scheme [58] that belongs to Microsoft company.
However, the scheme was first introduced and developed by Credentica company. The underlying
cryptographic protocols were designed by Dr. Stefan Brands as a part of his Ph.D. thesis. Scheme
security is based on discrete logarithm assumption. U-Prove uses same group as DSA signature
scheme. In another words, U-Prove group is a prime order subgroup Zq in the multiplicative group
of a finite prime field Z∗p. The scheme uses a variant of the blind Schnorr signature [60] that is
the key underlying cryptographic primitive of the scheme. Schnorr signature is used in an attribute
issue protocol and guaranties untraceability of credentials by the Issuer. The attribute verify protocol
uses the proof of knowledge protocols (cryptographic commitments and Σ-protocols), in particular
a variant of the Schnorr protocol [66] is used. A U-prove user can selectively disclose a subset of
his attributes, therefore a user is able to control how much information he releases. On the other
hand, the scheme does not provide session unlinkability, since all credentials consist of a unique
identificator Prover Information (PI) field. PI servers among others as a revocation handler, which
allows to revoke dishonest users from the system. It is important to notice that the user real identity
remains hidden and there is no way to disclose it. Currently there are only few implementations of
the U-Prove protocol on smart cards. The most efficient implementation was provided on MultOS
[53]. The attribute proving time depends on the number of stored attributes on the smart card and
the number of disclosed attributes within the verification protocol, see Figure 3. However, in case of
5 attributes stored, the proving time is always under 1 s in each scenario.
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Figure 3: U-Prove attributes proving time for different scenarios.

Idemix
Idemix (Identity Mixer) is an anonymous attribute-based credential scheme [19] developed by IBM
Research Zurich. The scheme is based on Camenisch-Lysyanskaya signature [31] that allows the
Issuer to sign User’s attributes to construct a cryptographic credential within the issue protocol. The
User randomizes and sends the credential to the Verifier and then anonymously proves possession
of attributes to the Verifier by using zero-knowledge proof of knowledge protocols. The scheme
security is held under strong RSA assumption in a cyclic group modulo composite n = pq, as well
as in case of RSA cryptosystem. In contrast to U-Prove, the Idemix provides session unlinkability,
that makes it impossible to track Users’ movement and behaviour. Since every credential is ran-
domized, there is no efficient revocation mechanism. Hence, the credentials may include time epoch
information for limiting its validity or the scheme must be extended by external revocation scheme,
e.g. [27]. Currently the most efficient implementation was provided on MultOS card [70], where the
proof generation takes up to 1.5 s if 5 attributes were stored, see Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Idemix attributes proving time for different scenarios.
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HM12
Hajny-Malina (HM12) [43] is an attribute-based credential scheme with practical revocation devel-
oped by the Cryptology Research Group at Brno University of Technology in the Czech Republic.
The scheme was first designed by Jan Hajny as a part of his Ph.D. thesis [42]. The scheme security is
held under discrete logarithm assumption in Okamoto-Uchiyama group OU, i.e. in a multiplicative
cyclic group modulo composite number Z∗n, where n = r2s and r,s are primes. The scheme uses the
Okamoto-Uchiyama cryptosystem [56] as a key cryptographic primitive. This primitive allows the
Manager to decrypt a proof generated by the User and thus disclose User’s identity and revoke him
from the system. For this reason, OU property acts mainly in Issue_Att and Revoke protocols,
while the Prove_Att protocol runs fully over Σ-protocols (namely a Proof of Knowledge Discrete
Logarithm Representation (PKDLR)). In contrast to previous schemes, the HM12 scheme provides
practical revocation mechanisms, i.e. scheme itself allows to revoke issued credentials on the User’s,
Issuer’s or Verifier initiatives. The scheme also supports revocation of credential unlinkability and
User’s anonymity. At the same time, there is required to involve more parties to the revocation pro-
cess. For example, if Issuer, Manager and Verifier cooperate, they can revoke the User’s anonymity
while the cooperation only of Manager and Verifier allows to revoke session unlinkability and invalid
credentials. The scheme is potentially weak against a cryptographic collusion attack, where more
Users can in cooperation create a valid but unregistered User [13]. The weakness was solved in the
protocol extension [5]. However, if we consider a tamper-resistance device (such as smart card),
where the cryptographic keys are stored, we can avoid these collusion attacks.

Currently the most effective implementation was provided on MultOS ML3 smart card [46] in
a 1024-bit protocol variant. The verification time takes ca. 2.9 ms for one attribute disclosed. To
provide comprehensive measurement of the scheme, we developed a smart card application that
allows us to store and disclose up to 5 attributes. Our implementation (1024-bit version) was run on
MultOS ML4 card. The time grows linearly with the number of disclosed attributes, see Figure 5.
The number of stored attributes has no impact on the final time, since the attributes are not grouped in
to the credential. Using the newer ML4 card instead of the older ML3 card, we reduced the attribute
proving time by ca. 56%. However, the time complexity can be even more reduced by involving
more computationally powerful devices. For example, the paper [4] uses 1392-bit protocol variant
implementation on various smart phones to achieve the verification time under 100 ms.
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Figure 5: HM12 attributes proving time for different scenarios.

Important to note: the time complexity grows linearly with the number of blacklisted attributes,
since each attribute check involves one modular exponentiation.
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2.3 Smart Cards

A smart card is a small plastic card, typically of credit-card size, that has an embedded integrated
circuit, see Figure 6. The circuit can store and/or process data (microprocessor and/or memory
chip is used) and communicate with a terminal via communication interface (i.e. antenna or con-
tact pad). Smart cards evolved from simple memory cards to very efficient "microcomputers" with
many applications. The security and portability of smart cards provide a fast way to ensure secure
transactions, e.g. banking or e-business, and can be used in any system that requires secure authen-
tication. In fact, smart cards are considered tamper-resistant storage devices protecting private keys
and other sensitive information. Moreover, they contribute to the achievement of a safe environment
for security-critical computation executions, as in the case of authentication, digital signature, and
key exchange schemes. Since, our privacy-enhancing protocols, developed and described in this
thesis, are primarily intended for card-based authentication and signature schemes, and they use el-
liptic curve constructions, we provide a short overview of the current state of the art of smart card
technologies. Our main interest is focused on hardware cryptographic support of elliptic curve op-
erations.The main contribution in this section has been published in articles [3] and [9].

Figure 6: Smart card construction.

Smart cards are a closed platform, i.e., it is not usually possible to upgrade cryptographic libraries
on the card. Cryptographic support differs according to the smart card platform: Java Card, MultOS,
Basic Card, .NET Card, version of the operating system and the smart card implementation itself.
In fact, there is often an inconsistency between the platform specification and the real implemen-
tation of smart cards’ Application Programming Interface (API) due to the implementer company,
e.g. NXP, Gemalto, Giesecke & Devrient, Feitan, Oberthur, Ubivelox, Hitachi, Samsung, MultOS
International, ZeitControl GmbH.

Table 2 shows the support of cryptographic functions on different smart card platforms. These
types of security functions are: symmetric cryptography (Symmetric Crypto), asymmetric cryptog-
raphy (AsymmetricCrypto), hash functions (Message Digest), random number generator functions
(RandomData), modular arithmetic operations (ModularArithmetic) and elliptic curve operations
(EllipticCurve). The table presents the basic overview of supported functions, since the platforms
usually offer various operating system versions and smart card implementations.

Advanced cryptographic protocols usually require modular arithmetic operations such as multi-
plication and exponentiation with big integers, as well as operations over elliptic curves, including
point addition and scalar multiplication. These operations are provided by MultOS and Basic Card
platforms. Java Card offers many standard cryptographic schemes, but the underlying mathematical
operations, such as modular arithmetic and elliptic curve operations, are still missing.

Since we are mostly interested in elliptic curve cryptography and related underlying mathematics
operations, we provide detail description of supported algorithms on different smart card operating
systems in the Table 3.
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Table 2: Cryptographic and mathematical support of smart card platforms.

Java Card Basic Card MultOS .NET Card

Symetric

Crypto

DES, TDES, AES (keys up

to 256 b), SEED, CBC/ECB

modes, CMAC, HMAC

DES, TDES, AES

(keys up to 256 b),

CBC/CFB/OFB/EAX

modes, OMAC

DES, TDES, AES

(keys up to 256 b),

SEED, CBC/ECB

modes

DES, TDES, AES

(keys up to 256 b),

ECB/CBC modes

Asymetric

Crypto

RSA (up to 4096 b), DSA

(up to 1024 b), ECDH,

ECDSA (up to 512 b)

RSA (up to 4096 b),

ECDSA, ECDH,

ECNR signature (up

to 521 b)

RSA (up to 2048 b),

ECDH, ECDSA,

ECIES (up to 512 b)

RSA (up to

2048 b)

Message

Digest

MD5, RIPEND160, SHA-1,

SHA-2, SHA-3 (JC 3.0.5)

SHA-1, SHA-2 (up

to 512 b)

SHA-1, SHA-2 (up

to 256 b)

MD5, SHA-1,

SHA-2 (up to

256 b)

Random Data Pseudo RND, TRNG (JC

3.0.5)

4B RND function,

TRNG

TRNG Pseudo RNG,

TRNG

Modular

Arithmetic

not supported, exponentia-

tion (RSA encryption), mul-

tiplication (only software

solution with RSA tunnel:

ab = [(a+b)2−a2−b2]/2)

supported (up to 16

kB)

supported (up to

2048 b)

not supported,

same as Java

Card

Elliptic

Curve

not supported, JC 3.0.5:

scalar multiplication

(ECDH_PLAIN_XY), point

addition (PACE_GM)

supported (up to

F521 or F2193 )

supported (up to

F512)

not supported

The basic arithmetic operations on elliptic curves are point addition (ecAdd), scalar multiplica-
tion (ecMul) and point inverse (ecInv). We provide the speed of all these operations for Java Card,
MultOS and Basic Card. Each operation was averaged over 100 executions on all the aforemen-
tioned smart cards. Then, the result was sent to the PC for evaluation. An emphasis is on elliptic
curve cryptography benchmarks carried out on the different types of smart cards, since our privacy-
enhancing schemes, proposed in Sections 3–6 are based on it. The technical specification of tested
smart cards is shown in Table 4.

Figure 7 depicts the ecMul cost for Brainpool curves on Java Card, MultOS and Basic Card.
MultOS card are 75% faster than Basic cards (ZC7.6) and 35% faster than the fastest Java cards
(J3A081). JC Sm@rtCafe implementations show worse results than JCOP implementations.

Figure 7 shows ecAdd and ecInv costs on MultOS and Basic Card. For MultOS, ecAdd and point
doubling require the same time. The ecAdd operation is 20% faster on MultOS cards than on Basic
cards.
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Table 3: Elliptic curve cryptography support on smart card platforms.

Version ecAdd ecMul ecInv ECIES ECDH ECDSA |Fp|/|F2m | Space

Java Card

JC 2.2.2 7 7 7 7 3 3 192/193 A

JC 3.0.1 7 7 7 7 3 3 384/193 A

JC 3.0.4 7 7 7 7 3 3 521/193 A

JC 3.0.5 3! 3! 7 7 3 3 521/193 A

JCOP2.4.1 3! 3! 7 7 3 3 320/– A

MultOS
4.2 3 3 3 3 3 3 384/– A ,P

4.3.1 - 4.5.1 3 3 3 3 3 3 512/– A ,P

BasicCard
ZC5, ZC6 7 7 7 7 3 3 –/211 A ,T

ZC7, ZC8 3 3 7 7 3 3 544/211 A ,T

.NET
Gemalto 7 7 7 7 7 7 –/– –

.NET 2.0

Note: 3– algorithm is fully supported, 3!– algorithm is supported, but there is not direct access, 7– algorithm is not supported, Fp – prime finite

field, F2m – binary finite field, A – affine space, P – projective space, T – twisted curve.

Table 4: Technical specification of tested smart cards.

J3A081 J3D081 Sm@rtCafe6 Sm@rtCafe5 ZC7.6 ML4 ML3 Gemalto

M
C

U P5CD P5CD P5CD P5CDs – SC23 SLE78 –

081 081 081 080 Z018 CLXPM

JavaCard JavaCard JavaCard JavaCard Basic MultOS MultOS .NET
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Figure 7: Efficiency of EC operations on different smart card platforms.
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3 MULTI-DEVICE AUTHENTICATION WITH STRONG PRIVACY PRO-

TECTION

The content of this section have been published in impact factor journal paper [6]. The cryptographic
scheme presented in this section takes a novel approach for the access control based on rather the
presence of multiple devices in user’s proximity than the direct verification of user identifiers. The
novel approach has two key benefits: (1) it significantly improves the privacy protection of users and
(2) allows the authentication based on the presence of many low-performance devices.

Our scheme is the first practical proposal with implementation results that combines strong se-
curity, all standard privacy-enhancing features and efficiency: (1) Provable security: all algorithms
are provably secure, based on primitives with rigorous formal proofs, (2) Multi-device authen-
tication: the scheme allows user authentication based on the presence of many personal devices,
(3) Anonymity: the scheme allows authentication based on anonymous proofs of knowledge of
private user and/or device identifiers, (4) Unlinkability: the scheme prevents creating user behav-
ior profiles based on the authentication sessions linking, (5) Untraceability: the scheme prevents
any entity from tracing users (or their devices), (6) Efficiency: the authentication protocol is fast on
constrained user devices (i.e., smart cards) and embedded verification terminals, (7) Revocation and
identification: the proposed scheme is compatible with major revocation and identification schemes.

3.1 General Architecture

The communication pattern is depicted in Figure 8 and employs the registrar (i.e., a central server that
manages users and their equipment), users (i.e., user devices such as smart cards or smart phones),
terminals (i.e., embedded devices with RFID readers typically attached next to doors) and tags (i.e.,
devices that need to be present during authentication and access control, typically safety equipment
with programmable RFID sticks, such as the helmet, respirator or harness).

Registrar

User

Terminal

DeviceiDeviceiTagi

RegisterRegister

AuthenticateAuthenticate

Setup
Keygen

0/1

Figure 8: Architecture of multi-device authentication with privacy protection.

3.2 Cryptography Specification

We use the wBB signature scheme to certify the identifiers of tags and users in the Register al-
gorithm and interactive proofs of knowledge to prove the knowledge of respective signatures and
identifiers in the Authenticate protocol.
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Setup
(par)←Setup(1κ ,n): the algorithm inputs the security parameter κ and the maximum number of
tag classes n. It generates the bilinear group with parameters par = (q,G1,G2,GT , e,g1, . . . ,gn,gu ∈
G1,g2 ∈G2) satisfying |q|= κ .

Keygen
(skr, pkr)←Keygen(par): the algorithm inputs the public parameters par, selects random regis-
trar’s private keys skr = (sk0,sk1, . . . ,skn,sku)←$ Z∗q and computes the public keys pkr = (pk0 ←
gsk0

2 , pk1← gsk1
2 , . . . , pkn← gskn

2 , pku← gsku
2 ). It outputs the private keys as registrar’s private output

and the public key as the public output.

Register
(〈IDi,σi〉ni=1, IDu,σu)←Register(par,skr, pkr): the algorithm inputs the registrar’s keys and pub-
lic parameters, randomly selects tag and user identifiers (ID1, . . . , IDn, IDu)←$ Zq and computes
the wBB signatures (σ1, . . . ,σn) on tag identifiers (ID1, . . . , IDn) and the aggregated user signature
σu and auxiliary values 〈σui,σ

−IDi
ui 〉ni=1, σuu,σ

−IDu
uu

that allow the construction of efficient proofs of
knowledge in the Authenticate protocol. The algorithm outputs the tag identifiers and correspond-
ing signatures as a private output to tags. The user identifier, the aggregated signature and auxiliary
values are outputted to the user as a private output. Both tags and the user receive the initial seed
required for the synchronization of the zero-knowledge proofs as a private input. The algorithm is
depicted in Figure 9.

Registrar R User U

sk0

seed←$ Zq

〈σi← g
1

sk0+IDi
i 〉ni=1Tag 1

σ1, ID1,seed
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−

ctr← seed

Tag 2
σ2, ID2,seed

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ctr← seed

.

.

.
Tag n

σn, IDn,seed
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−

ctr← seed

σu← g
1

sk0+∑
n
i=1 skiIDi+skuIDu

u

〈σui ← σ
ski
u 〉ni=1

σuu ← σ sku
u

σu,σuu ,σ
−IDu
uu ,〈σui ,σ

−IDi
ui 〉ni=1, IDu,seed

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
ctr← seed

Figure 9: Register protocol.
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Authenticate
(0/1)←Authenticate(par,〈IDi,σi〉ni=1, IDu,σu, pkr): the algorithm is distributed among the user,
terminal and tags that inputs the identifiers and respective signatures and outputs 1 iff 1) all signa-
tures are valid and created by the registrar, and 2) all identifiers of the user are present and signed.
Otherwise it outputs 0. The protocol is a distributed proof of knowledge of wBB signatures where
the tags prove that they know their identifiers and corresponding signatures (without actually re-
vealing them) and, at the same time, the user proves that he has an aggregated signature on all his
tag identifiers, plus his own identifier. As the user does not know the tag identifiers, all tags must
be present and participate on the proof construction. As a result, the user is able to anonymously,
untraceably and unlinkably prove his valid registration by the registrar and the presence of all his
tags, i.e., the safety equipment. We also provide the full description of Authenticate protocol for
ith tag in Figure 10.

Tag i Terminal T User U

ctr++ ctr++

ri,ρri ←$ Zq ru,ρIDu ←$ Zq

ρIDi ←H (ctr,gi) ρIDi ←H (ctr,gi)

σ ′i ← σ
ri
i σ ′ui

← σ ru
ui

σ̄i← σ ′i
−IDigri

i σ ′uu
← σ ru

uu

σ ′u← σ ru
u

σ̄u← (σui
−IDiσuu

−IDugu)
ru

ti← σ ′i
ρIDi g

ρri
i tu← σ ′

ρIDi
ui σ ′uu

ρIDu gρru
u

σ̄i,σ
′
i , ti,H (ctr)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
σ̄u,σ

′
uu
,σ ′i ,σ

′
ui
, tu,H (ctr)

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

c←$ Zq
c,H (ctr)

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c,H (ctr)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

sri ← ρri + cri sru ← ρru + cru

sIDi ← ρIDi− cIDi sIDu ← ρIDu− cIDu
sIDi ,sri ,H (ctr)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
sru ,sIDu ,H (ctr)

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

ti
?
= g

sri
i σ

′sIDi
i σ̄i

−c

tu
?
= gsru

u σ ′sIDi
ui

σ ′sIDu
uu

σ̄u
−c

e(σ̄i,g2)
?
= e(σ ′i , pk0)

e(σ̄u,g2)
?
= e(σ ′u, pk0)

e(σ ′ui
,g2)

?
= e(σ ′u, pki)

e(σ ′uu
,g2)

?
= e(σ ′u, pku)

0/1
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

0/1
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Figure 10: Authenticate protocol in full notation for ith tag.
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Revocation and Identification
All users are theoretically identifiable and traceable by their user IDs. However, these IDs are "hid-
den" in the signatures as the exponents. Due to the discrete logarithm problem assumption, one
cannot easily get the identifiers and do the revocation and identification. However, our scheme is
compatible with the major revocation schemes that are already available for cryptographic anony-
mous credential schemes [20, 25, 27]. In these revocation schemes, the hidden exponent (the user
ID) is used as a revocation handle and can be disclosed only by designated authorities. Additionally,
valid users remain anonymous while malicious users are identifiable and traceable by a designated
authority, such as a court. Such schemes are provably secure, efficient and compatible without any
modification, thus we refer to their specification (e.g., the scheme designed directly for smart cards
[27]) in case revocation is needed.

3.3 Implementation and Performance Analysis

The Authenticate protocol has been implemented as a standard 3-way interactive zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge protocol. We use a parallel composition with one challenge and one response
for all tags of a user to construct an AND proof for both tag and user signatures. We provide per-
formance measurement of crucial operations on common devices, which are widely used in the
access control applications, i.e. a smart card, smart phone, smart watch (as user devices), a custom-
built RFID terminal with ARM or Intel CPU and programmable RFID tags (as RFID tags attached to
safety equipment). The hardware and software specification of all the devices is presented in Table 5.

Table 5: Specification of tested devices.

Type CPU/MCU OS RAM

Tag Smart Card SC23Z018 MultOS 4.3.1 1.75 KB

User Smart Card SC23Z018 MultOS 4.3.1 1.75 KB

User Phone Kirin 655 Android 7.0 3 GB

User Watch ARM Cortex-A7 Android 7.0 768 MB

Terminal Pi 3 ARM Cortex-A53 Raspbian 9.3 1 GB

Terminal PC Intel i7-7700 Debian 8.6 16 GB

Note: Tag – programmable RFID stick, User – user device, Terminal – terminal, Smart Card – ML4, Phone – HUAWEI

P9 Lite 2017, Pi 3 – Raspberry Pi 3 Model B, Watch – HUAWEI Watch 2

The testing scenario is depicted in Figure 11. The user needs to hold a wearable device, such as a
smart phone (HUAWEI P9 Lite 2017), a smart card (MultOS Card) or smart watch (HUAWEI Watch
2) and some safety equipment, such as helmets, harnesses, boots, protective suits, each of them with
a programmable RFID tag attached. The tag is equipped with a programmable chip SC23Z018
with MultOS 4.3.1 operation system. The proofs are collected and verified by a terminal. We use
Raspberry Pi 3 to represent the terminal. In another scenario, PC (Intel i7-7700 CPU, 16 GB RAM)
acts as a central authentication server representing the case of a centralized access control system.
The system uses RFID communication between tags and a terminal, and NFC or Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) communication between a terminal and a user device.

The proposed authentication scheme can by used in many types of access control scenarios and
for different types of devices. Therefore, we provide the results of each protocol using one RFID
tag. Furthermore, we present the crucial EC operations’ benchmarks on a wide range of devices in
Table 6. The time is measured in milliseconds and the values are an average of 10 measurements,
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Figure 11: Tested scenario.

as in the previous case. All measurements were performed by using the elliptic curve d159 from
the PBC library. For the implementation of EC operations, the PBC library [51] was used on the
terminal and jPBC [36] library on Android devices. Native assembler code was used to perform
operations on the MultOS smart card. We did not consider Android devices as a terminal device,
since the pairing operation requires too much time and therefore it is not usable in practice.

Table 6: Benchmark results of all tested devices.

Smart Card Phone Watch Raspberry Pi 3 PC

[ms] [ms] [ms] [ms] [ms]

Exponentiation 40 38 207 3.3 0.4

Pairing - 1050 6571 31 2.4

Tag Proof Generation 277 154 900 18 4

User Proof Generation 441 273 1502 24 5

Verification - - - 271 21

Figure 12 depicts the time required for a proof construction on different devices (MultOS smart
card, Android smart phone and smart watch for various number of tags). These devices act as a user
device.
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Figure 12: Time dependence of the proof generation on the number of user device.
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4 ANONYMOUS DATA COLLECTION SCHEME FROM SHORT GROUP

SIGNATURES

The content of this section have been published in conference paper [7]. In this section, we propose
a novel cryptographic scheme that we call an anonymous data collection scheme that is instantiated
using the wBB signature [23] and the efficient proofs of their knowledge [27]. On a general level,
we take the approach of [59], i.e., we let the manager sign all users’ private keys. The users then
prove the knowledge of such a signature and verifier checks the proof using the manager’s public
key. Our scheme is unique in the following properties: (1) provides all privacy-enhancing features:
anonymity, unlinkability, untraceability, (2) the signatures are small and constant: the size is below
169 B using a strong 224 b curve, (3) the signature generation is fast: requires no bilinear pairing
and only 5 exponentiations, (4) the signature verification including revocation check is efficient:
requires only 2 pairings and O(|RL|1) exponentiations, and (5) the scheme is built using primitives
with formal security proofs.

4.1 General Architecture

Three types of entities interact in our data collection scheme: a manager, a user and a collector. The
manager generates cryptographic parameters and keys. It also enrols new users (devices) and revokes
invalid ones. The user is represented by its device, such as a smart meter, sensor or some wearable
device. It is the source of data that are signed and transferred to the central device (collector). The
collector represents the central node that collects all data from users and verifies the group signatures.
The privacy-enhanced data collection scheme is presented in Figure 13.

Manager

Useri

Collector

RegisterRevoke

Sign/Verify

Setup

0/1

UseriUseri

Figure 13: Architecture of the scheme proposed.

4.2 Cryptography Specification

We instantiate the algorithms of the data collection scheme presented in the previous section using
the wBB signature [23] and its efficient proof of knowledge [27]. On a high level, we let the user
to obtain a wBB signature on his private identifier from the manager. Then, the user proves the
knowledge of such a signature anonymously and efficiently using the Schnorr-like zero-knowledge
protocol for proving the knowledge of a discrete logarithm [32]. For the conversion from the proof

1Revocation List
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of knowledge to the signature, we use the Fiat-Shamir heuristics [41]. We present the concrete algo-
rithm and protocol instantiations below.

Setup
(pk,skm, par)← Setup(1κ): the algorithm inputs the security parameter κ and generates the bi-
linear group with parameters par = (q,G1,G2,GT ,e,g ∈ G1,g2 ∈ G2) satisfying |q| = κ . It also
generates the manager’s private key skm←$ Zq and computes the public key pk = gskm

2 . It outputs the
(pk, par) as a public output and the skm as the manager’s private output.

Register
(ski,rd)← Register(idi,skm): the protocol is distributed between the user and the manager. The
manager inputs his private key skm and the user inputs his private identifier idi. The protocol outputs

the wBB signature ski = g
1

skm+idi to the user and updates the manager’s revocation database rd by
storing idi.

Sign
sig(ski,m)← Sign(m, idi,ski): the algorithm inputs the user’s private identifier idi, his private key
ski and the message to be signed. It outputs the signature sig(ski,m) that consists of the following
elements (g′,sk′i, ¯ski,π):

• g′ = gr: the generator raised to a randomly chosen randomizer r←$ Zq.
• sk′i = skr

i : the users’s private key raised to the randomizer.
• ¯ski = sk′i

−idi: the randomized private key raised to the user identifier.
• π = SPK{(idi,r) : ¯ski = sk′i

−idi ∧ g′ = gr}(m): proof of knowledge of r and idi signing the
message m.

Verify
(0/1)← Verify(sig(ski,m),m, pk,bl): the algorithm inputs the massage m, its signature (sig(ski,m),
a blacklist bl and the public key pk. It checks the proof of knowledge signature π and checks that the
signature is valid with respect to the manager’s public key using the equation e( ¯skig′,g2)

?
= e(sk′i, pk).

The collector also performs the revocation check ¯ski
?
= sk′−idi

i for all idi values stored on the blacklist
bl. If the revocation check equation holds for any value on the blacklist, the signature is rejected.
Otherwise, the signature is accepted if all other checks pass.

Revoke
bl← Revoke(rd,sig(ski,m)): the algorithm inputs a signature sig(ski,m) and a revocation database
rd. It checks ¯ski

?
= sk′−idi

i for all idis in rd. The idi that holds in the equation is put on a public
blacklist bl.

The Register, Sign and Verify algorithms are presented in CS notation in Figure 14.

4.3 Implementation and Performance Analysis

We implemented the Sign and Verify protocols, the full description of our algorithms is in Fig-
ure 15. Our proposal is particularly suitable for data collections systems, such as smart metering.
In these systems, the data are anonymously collected by a central collector from the remote nodes.
Furthermore, due to the fast signature generation speed and size efficiency, our scheme can by used
in a wide range of other applications, such as e-ticketing and transportation eIDs. For this reason, we
performed the measurements on different kinds of devices, both constrained (wearables, embedded
devices) and powerful (PC, server) ones.
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Figure 14: Register, Sign and Verify algorithms.
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Figure 15: Implementation of Sign and Verify algorithms.

We performed the measurement on all devices mentioned above. The detailed hardware and soft-
ware specifications are described in Table 7. The performance tests required the implementation
of the proposed scheme on different platforms and operation systems. In case of the smart card
application, only standard MultOS API and free public development environment (Eclipse IDE for
C/C++ Developers, SmartDeck 3.0.1, MUtil 2.8) were used. The application is written in MULTOS
assembly code and C language. Smart phones and smart watches run an Android application writ-
ten in Java language. In particular, we used Android Studio 3.0.1 as the official IDE for Android
app development along with Android SDK depending on the specific device, and jPBC-2.0.0 [36]
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Table 7: Specification of tested devices.

Device CPU/MCU OS RAM

Smart Card SC23Z018 MultOS 4.3.1 1.75 KB

Phone 1 Kirin 655 Android 7.0 3 GB

Phone 2 Krait 400 Android 5.1 2 GB

Watch 1 ARM Cortex-A7 Android 6.0 512 MB

Watch 2 ARM Cortex-A7 Android 7.0 768 MB

Raspberry Pi 3 ARM Cortex-A53 Raspbian 9.3 1 GB

Raspberry Pi 2 ARM Cortex-A7 Raspbian 9.3 1 GB

Raspberry Pi ARM1176JZF-S Raspbian 9.3 512 MB

PC Intel i7-7700 Debian 8.6 16 GB

Server Intel Xeon 2.27 Debian 8.6 32 GB

Note: Smart Card – ML4, Phone 1 – HUAWEI P9 Lite 2017, Phone 2 – SONY Experia Z1 Compact, Raspberry Pi 3 – Raspberry Pi

3 Model B, Raspberry Pi 2 – Raspberry Pi 2 Model B, Raspberry Pi – Raspberry Pi Model B+, Watch 1 - Sony SmartWatch 3

SWR50, Watch 2 – HUAWEI Watch 2

library which allows performing operations over elliptic curves (point addition, scalar multiplication
and bilinear pairing). The rest of the devices run OS Linux and, therefore, the scheme was imple-
mented in C, where PBC-0.5.14 [51] library was used for the elliptic curve operations. The scheme
was developed in NetBeans IDE 8.2 development environment. The code was remotely build and
executed on the targeted device, i.e., Raspberry Pi/2/3, PC and server.

The Sign and Verify algorithms were implemented using pairing-friendly elliptic curves. Since
our scheme requires asymmetric bilinear pairing, we considered the elliptic curves of D types from
the PBC library, namely d159, d201, and d224. The performance tests were run 10 times on each
device, and the arithmetic mean of the measured values was calculated. The computation time of
Sign and Verify algorithms is provided in Table 8. At the first sight, the effectiveness of Sign
protocol is obvious. Using the 224 b elliptic curve, which is of 112 b security strength, the Sign
protocol takes only 442 ms on a smart card. On the other hand, the Android devices are slow in EC
operations, in particular in bilinear pairing.

The Figure 16 shows the time needed to complete the malicious user identification and revocation
check procedure. In case of the de-anonymisation procedure, the number of scalar multiplications
is equal to the number of users. We stress, that the de-anonymisation procedure is expected to be
performed on powerful devices and can be parallelized on their processors and cores (CPU/Cores).
For instance, our PC (1/4), and server (2/8) are able go through the list of thousands of users and
find the identity of a user in less than 4 min, see Figure 16. In the revocation check procedure, the
PC (1/4) and server (2/8) are able to search the blacklist in less than 0.5 s.

Furthermore, we also provide the comparison of our scheme with the state of the art pairing and
non-pairing based group signature schemes. We considered the efficient group signature schemes
identified in [8]. Table 9 shows the comparison of our scheme with these pairing and non-pairing
based group signature schemes.
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Table 8: Performance of Sign and Verify protocols for different elliptic curves on user devices.

Signing time [ms] Verification time [s]

Device/Curve d159 d201 d224 d159 d201 d224

Smart Card 362 415 442 – – –

Phone 1 180 253 336 2.1 2.5 3.1

Phone 2 665 705 943 10.9 11.6 12.7

Watch 1 1252 2215 2889 26.2 31.0 38.0

Watch 2 1019 1139 1637 13.6 15.8 19.2

Raspberry Pi 3 18 24 30 0.082 0.115 0.138

Raspberry Pi 2 32 42 53 0.144 0.197 0.236

Raspberry Pi 67 89 110 0.266 0.372 0.434

PC 3 4 5 0.007 0.009 0.011
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Figure 16: Time needed to identify a malicious user and to check the blacklist.

Table 9: Comparison with current short group signature schemes.

Scheme Sign Cost Verify Cost Signature Size

BBS [24] 9EG1 +3EGT 1e+8EG1 +2EG2 +3EGT 3G1+6Zp (1545 b)

DP [38] 8EG1 +3EGT 1e+7EG1 +2EG2 +3EGT 4G1+5Zp (1559 b)

HLCCN [47] 7EG1 +5EGT 1e+5EG1 +2EG2 +4EGT 3G1+5Zp (1375 b)

ACJT [15] 12EG∗n 10EG∗n 7G∗n+1Zc (7328 b)

CG [28] 10EG∗n 10EG∗n 8G∗n+1Zq (8352 b)

IMSTY [49] 7EG∗n 7EG∗n 5G∗n+5Zp+1Zc (6155 b)

HM GS [45] 9EG∗n 10EG∗n 7G∗n+1Zq (7328 b)

Our Scheme 5EG1 2e+3EG1 3G1+3Zp (1035 b)

Note: EG1 – EC scalar multiplication in G1, similarly EG2 and EGT , e – bilinear pairing.
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5 ANONYMOUS CREDENTIALS WITH PRACTICAL REVOCATION

The content of this section have been published in conference paper [2]. In this section, we present
a novel elliptic curve variant of the HM12 attribute-based credential scheme [43]. The elliptic curve
variant (we call it ecHM12) meets all requirements for an ABC scheme as well as the original scheme
HM12. In particular, we preserved (1) privacy-enhancing features: anonymity, untraceability, un-
linkability, (2) non-transferability, (3) selective disclosure of attributes, (4) computationally ef-
ficient revocation and malicious user identification. Furthermore, by involving elliptic curves to
the scheme, we achieve (5) higher computational efficiency compared with the standard HM12
scheme, especially during the Prove_Att phase. The ecHM12 scheme also requires (6) smaller
bandwidth, since data communication transfer is 85% smaller compared to the original scheme
HM12.

5.1 General Architecture

Four types of entities interact in our ABC scheme: a user, a manager and a Verifier. The user gets
issued attributes from the issuer and anonymously proves their possession to the verifier. The is-
suer is responsible for issuing user attributes. The manager validates user credentials (collection of
attributes issued by the issuer), can revoke a (dishonest) user, and in collaboration with the issuer,
can identify the (dishonest) users. The verifier verifies possession of required attributes provided by
users. Each entity communicates in the system through specific cryptographic protocols. All the
protocols and involved entities are depicted in the Figure 17.

Figure 17: Architecture of proposed ecHM12 scheme.

5.2 Cryptography Specification

In this section we provide a detailed description of each protocol which runs within the proposed
scheme.

Setup
(par,KM ,KI )← Setup(1κ): the Setup protocol mostly matches the original HM12 scheme, only
in the final step the scheme is switched to the elliptic curve variant. The main purpose of this proto-
col is to establish system parameters par and to generate KI and KM keys. The input parameter κ

defines the security strength of the cryptographic scheme, similarly to the scheme HM12. Addition-
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ally, κ includes elliptic curve domain parameters bitlengths. The Issuer defines a group H modulo
big prime number p and generators h1,h2 of order q, with q|p− 1. H is the subgroup of the group
Z∗p as in the DSA signature scheme. In addition, the Issuer generates the key pair skI = KI and
pkI for signing purpose using a defined signature scheme, e.g. RSA. The Manager needs to:

• define the Okamoto-Uchiyama group OUn by specifying the modulus n = r2s, where r and s
are secure primes (i.e. r = 2r′+1, s = 2s′+1, where r′ and s′ are primes),

• find a generator g1←$ Z∗n of ord(g1 mod r2) = r(r−1) in Z∗r2 and ord(g1) = rr′s′ in Z∗n,

• choose an elliptic curve over finite field E(Fp) with the domain parameters (a,b, p,q,G,h),
where p is big prime number specifying the field Fp, a,b∈ Fp are static coefficients of the E, G
is curve point generator G = (xG,yG) of order q, and h is the cofactor defined as h = #E(Fp)/q,

• randomly choose Master’s secrets 〈s1,i〉i∈A ←$ Zq for available attributes, and s2,s3←$ Zq, such
that 〈GCD(s1,i,q) = 1〉i∈A , GCD(s2,q) = 1, GCD(s3,q) = 1.
• compute second generator g2← gs2

1 mod n in the OUn,

• set first curve generator G1← G, generate all attributes 〈ecai← s1,i •G1〉i∈A , and finally, get
second and third curve generators G2← s2 •G1, G3← s3 •G1 in E(Fp).

The system parameters par = (g1,g2,OUn,h1,h2,H,G1,G2,G3,E(Fp)) together with the set of
attributes 〈ecai〉i∈A are made public, while the values r,s and 〈s1,i〉i∈A ,s2,s3 represent the Man-
ager’s secret key KM and are securely stored by the Manager, and the secret key KI is securely
stored by the Issuer.

Issue_Att
(KU)← Issue_Att(par,KM ,KI ): the protocol follows the HM12 idea. The issue phase is split
into two parts Issuer_Att1 and Issuer_Att2 protocols, see Figure 18. The goal is to compute the
User’s key KU = {w1,w2,〈w3,i〉i∈A }.

Issuer_Att1 is run between the User and the Issuer. The User generates a cryptographic com-
mitment H̄ = hw1

1 hw2
2 mod p in H, where the User’s keys w1,w2 are committed values. Then, the

User signs the commitment with his private key skU and sends it and the signature with the proof
of construction PKU1 to the Issuer. The Issuer checks the signature and the proof and signs User’s
commitments by his private key KI . Commitments are stored by the Issuer for identification and
revocation purposes. Any secure signature scheme, e.g. RSA, DSA, can be used.

Issuer_Att2 is run between the User and the Manager. The User computes another commitment
Ā = gw1

1 gw2
2 mod n in OUn and sends Ā, H̄, the signature of H̄ (generated by the Issuer) and the proof

of discrete logarithm equivalence PKU2 to the Manager. Now, the Manager is able to compute the
User’s partial keys 〈w3,i〉i∈A for all attributes 〈ecai〉i∈A , such that the following equalities hold:

ecai = w1 •G1 +w2 •G2 +w3,i •G3

= w1 •G1 +w2 · s2 •G1 +w3,i · s3 •G1

= (w1 +w2 · s2 +w3,i · s3)•G1

= s1,i •G1 = ecai

(1)

The values Ā, H̄ and 〈w3,i〉i∈A are stored in the Manager’s database and sent to the User. The
User securely stores his key KU = {w1,w2,〈w3,i〉i∈A }, e.g. on a smart card.

Prove_Att
(0/1)← Prove_Att(par,KU): this protocol is run fully over E(Fp). The protocol is depicted in Fig-
ure 19. The User proves the ownership of attributes 〈ecai〉i∈D to the Verifier using PK protocols. The
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Manager M User U Issuer I

KM skU KI

g1,g2,∈OUn,h1,h2 ∈H,G1,G2,G3 ∈ E(Fp),〈ecai〉i∈A

w1,w2←$ Zq
H̄← hw1

1 hw2
2 mod p

PKU1 = PK{w1,w2 : hw1
1 hw2

2 }
PKU1,SigU (skU , H̄)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

CheckPKU1
Store(H̄,SigU (skU , H̄))

SigI(skI , H̄)
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Ā← gw1
1 gw2

2 mod n
PKU2 = PK{w1,w2 : H̄← hw1

1 hw2
2 ∧ Ā← gw1

1 gw2
2 }

Ā, H̄,SigI(skI , H̄),PKU2←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CheckPKU2
〈w3,i← (s3,i−dlogg1

Ā) · s−1
3 mod q〉i∈A
〈w3,i〉i∈A−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Store: KU = {w1,w2,〈w3,i〉i∈A }

Figure 18: Issue_Att protocol of the ecHM12 scheme.

unlinkability is provided by using the random number KS, which is re-generated in every session.
Moreover, the protocol provides revocation features by committing the value KS in the commitment
C2 and the committed values 〈w3,i〉i∈D (revocable key parts of the User’s key) in the commitments
〈C1,i〉i∈D . The commitments 〈C1,i〉i∈D and C2 permit to check if the User is in the blacklist or not,
and to remove him from the system by involving the Manager in the revocation process. The ver-
ification time depends on the number of disclosed attributes by the User and on the number of all
revoked Users.

Revoke
(BL)← Revoke(par, proo f ,KM ): the original HM12 scheme uses the OU trapdoor to solve the
discrete logarithm problem. In ecHM12 scheme, this trapdoor cannot be used. However, revocation
of a dishonest user is still possible. The protocol input parameters are system parameters par and
proo f generated by the User within the Prove_Att protocol. The revocation part of the proo f
consists of commitments 〈C1,i〉i∈D and C2. The Manager computes Equation 2 for all user keys
w3,DATABASE in Manager’s database until a match is found.

〈w3,DATABASE •C2
?
=C1,i〉i∈R (2)

If a match is found, the commitment that belongs to this particular User is revoked by publish-
ing 〈w3,i〉i∈R (where R donates a subset of revoked attributes) on a blacklist (BL). The revocation
complexity is linear in the number of Users instead of constant as in the HM12 scheme. Yet revo-
cation remains practical, see Section 5.3 for implementation details. On the other hand, the protocol
Prove_Att is faster than in the HM12 scheme.
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User U Verifier V

KU G1,G2,G3 ∈ E(Fp),〈ecai〉i∈D

nonce←$ Zqnonce←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

KS,r1,r2,r3,rS←$ Zq

a← Σi∈Decai, ā← r1 •G1 + r2 •G2 + r3 •G3

A← KS •a, Ā← rS •a

〈C1,i← (KS ·w3,i)•G3〉i∈D , C2← KS •G3

C̄1← r3 •G3, C̄2← rS •G3

e←H (nonce,a,C̄1, ā,A, Ā,C2,〈C1,i〉i∈D ,C̄2)

z1← (r1− eKS|D |w1) mod q

z2← (r2− eKS|D |w2) mod q

z3← (r3− eKSΣi∈D w3,i) mod q

zS← (rS− eKS) mod q

A,〈C1,i〉i∈D ,C2,e,z1,z2,z3,zS−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Check BL: 〈C2 •w3,blacklisted
?
=C1,i〉i∈D

ā← e•A+ z1 •G1 + z2 •G2 + z3 •G3

a← Σi∈D ecai, Ā← e•A+ zS •a

C̄1← e•Σi∈D C1,i + z3 •G3, C̄2← e•C2 + zS •G3

e ?
= H (nonce,a,C̄1, ā,A, Ā,C2,〈C1,i〉i∈D ,C̄2)

Figure 19: Prove_Att protocol of the ecHM12 scheme.

5.3 Implementation and Performance Analysis

We provide full protocol implementation (proof of concept implementation). The protocol was
implemented on MultOS ML4 smart card in 192-bit version (i.e. NIST curve P-192 was used).
The implementation supports up to 5 attributes issued. The performance test results for increasing
number of disclosed attributes are depicted in Figure 20. The time for one attribute possession
proving takes around 1 s (including communication overhead) and ca. 2 s to prove possession of all
5 attributes.

Moreover, we provide comparison of our scheme implementation with implementation of the ori-
gin scheme HM12 (1024-bit version), see Section 2.2. The results show a significant time reduction
(by 20% within on-card computation time and almost by 40% in total, i.e. including communication
between the card and the reader), since we use more efficient elliptic curve operations and trans-
mit a smaller amount of data. Important to note, that our implementation holds significantly higher
security level (1776-bit group equivalent according to [68] instead of 1024-bit group of the HM12
implementation). With increasing security strength of the protocols we can expect much bigger
difference in attribute proving time and bandwidth usage.

The elliptic curve construction reduces data transmission cost, since we need to transfer only
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Figure 20: Scheme ecHM12 attributes proving time for different scenarios.

264 B in case of E(F192) instead of 1558 B in the original scheme (1392-bit version) in the Prove_Att
protocol. On the Verifier side, the time needed for checking blacklist is also more efficient in the
ecHM12 scheme than in the HM12 scheme because of the involved operations: ecHM12 uses scalar
multiplication and HM12 uses the slower modular exponentiation.

For the ecHM12 scheme, the revocation mechanism complexity is linear instead of constant as in
the HM12 scheme. However, we expect Manager to be computationally strong and, consequently,
the slow-down does not really affect the protocol complexity. We use oldish mid-range server,
namely the 2009 IBM x3550 M2 with two Intel Xeon 2.27 GHz processors with 8 cores each and
32 GB RAM, to represent the Manager. The elliptic curve scalar multiplication over E(F224) took
negligible 0.0189 ms, i.e. with 100,000 users in the system, the revocation time will be ca. 1.9 s at
maximum.
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6 FAST KEYED-VERIFICATION ANONYMOUS CREDENTIALS

The content of this section have been published in conference paper [1]. In this section, we propose
a novel cryptographic scheme for anonymous attribute-based credentials that is designed primarily
for smart cards. The scheme is based on our original algebraic MAC that makes its proving protocol
very efficient. The computational complexity of our proving protocol is the lowest from related
schemes (only u+ 2 scalar multiplications to present an attribute ownership proof) and we need
only basic arithmetic operations that are already provided by existing smart cards’ APIs. We present
the results of the full implementation of our proving protocol that is faster by at least 44 % than
the state of the art implementation. By reaching the time of 366 ms including overhead, which is
required for proving personal attributes on a 192-bit EC security level, we argue that the anonymous
credentials are finally secure and practical even for time-critical and large-scale applications like
eIDs, e-ticketing and mass transportation.

In contrast to traditional anonymous attribute-based credential schemes, the verifier needs to know
the secret keys to be able to verify user’s attributes in Keyed-Verification Anonymous Credential
(KVAC) schemes. This feature is particularly convenient for scenarios where attribute issuers and
attribute verifiers are the same entities. The mass transportation settings is an example of such a
scenario because the transportation authority both issues and checks the tickets and passes. Our
KVAC scheme supports (1) all the standard privacy-enhancing features of ABC schemes, such as
anonymity, unlinkability, untraceability, (2) selective disclosure of attributes, it is (3) compatible
with major credential schemes [33, 58] and standard revocation schemes [30, 27], and it is (4) the
fastest scheme from the current state of the art of ABC schemes.

6.1 General Architecture

The communication pattern is presented in Figure 21 and employs: a user, a issuer and a verifier. The
user gets issued attributes from an Issuer and anonymously proves their possession to the verifier.
The issuer is responsible for issuing attributes to a user. A issuer signs the user attributes with it
(issuer) secret key. The verifier verifies a possession of required attributes by the user. The verifier
requires to have a issuer secret key, however, this necessity do not create any security risk, since we
assume that the issuer and the verifier are the same entity.

User

Verifier

IssuerObtain  Issue

Show 
<-> 

ShowVerify

sk

Figure 21: Architecture of keyed-verification anonymous credentials.

6.2 Cryptography Specification

Our scheme is parametrized by n, the amount of attributes in a credential. We describe our scheme
using selective disclosure as attribute predicates, i.e., a predicate φ can be seen as a set D ⊆{1, . . . ,n}
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containing the indices of the disclosed attributes and the attribute values of the disclosed attributes
〈mi〉i∈D . One novel trick allows us to strongly improve the efficiency of our scheme. Instead of
computing a standard noninteractive Schnorr-type proof of knowledge, we use the fact that the veri-
fier knows the secret key. This allows us to omit elements that the verifier can compute by itself and
saves the prover a lot of work.

We note that our Issue algorithm does not support the efficient issuance of committed attributes.
This feature is useful in applications where a user needs to transfer his attributes among credentials
or needs to get issued attributes that are only private to him. However, we consider these scenar-
ios rare in targeted applications such as e-ticketing, mass transportation and loyalty cards. In those
cases, the personal attributes (i.e., ticket type, pass validity period, registration number) are known
to issuer or might even be chosen by the issuer. However, if the issuance of undisclosed attributes is
necessary, it can be done by employing Paillier encryption [57], as is shown in [17].

Setup
(par)← Setup(1κ): protocol outputs par = (G,g,q)← GroupSetup(1κ ).

(sk, ipar)← CredKeygen(par): this protocol runs (sk, ipar)←MACwBB.KeyGen(par) and outputs
sk and ipar.

Issue_Att
(cred)← Issue(sk,(m1, . . . ,mn)): runs (σ ,〈σxi〉ni=0)←MACwBB.MAC(sk,(m1, . . . ,mn)). Next, pro-
vides a proof that allows a user to verify the validity of the credential: π ← SPK{(x0, . . . ,xn) :∧n

i=0 σxi = σ xi ∧Xi = gxi}. The algorithm outputs credential cred← (σ ,〈σxi〉ni=0,π).

(0/1)← Obtain(ipar,cred,(m1, . . . ,mn)): parses ipar as (X0, . . . ,Xn) and parses cred as (σ ,〈σxi〉ni=0,π).
The algorithm checks that σx0 ·∏n

i=1 σ
mi
xi = g and verifies π with respect to ipar and σ .

Prove_Att
(proo f )← Show(ipar,cred,(m1, . . . ,mn),(D ,〈mi〉i∈D)): in credential presentation, we want to let
the user prove posession of a valid credential with the desired attributes. On a high level, we want
to prove knowledge of a weak Boneh-Boyen signature, so we can apply the efficient proof due to
Arfaoui et al. [14] and Camenisch et al. [27], by extending it to support a vector of messages: Take
a random r←$ Zq and let σ̂ ← σ r and σ̂xi ← σ r

xi
for i = 0, . . . ,n, and prove

proo f = SPK{(〈mi〉i6∈D ,r) : σ̂x0 ∏
i∈D

σ̂
mi

xi
= gr

∏
i 6∈D

σ̂
−mi
xi
}.

The verifier simply checks that the σ̂xi values are correctly formed and verifies the proof.
While this approach is secure and conceptually simple, it is not very efficient. We now present

how we can construct a similar proof in a much more efficient manner. The key observation is
that the user does not have to compute anything that the verifier, who is in possession of the issuer
secret key sk, can compute. This means we can omit the computation of the σ̂xi values and define
Show as follows. Randomize the credential by taking a random r← Z∗q and setting σ̂ ← σ r. Take
ρr,ρmi 6∈D ←$ Zq and compute

t = ∏
i6∈D

σ
ρmi ·r
xi gρr ,c = H (t, σ̂ ,par, ipar),sr = ρr + cr,〈smi = ρmi− cmi〉i 6∈D .

Send (σ̂ ,c,sr,〈smi〉i 6∈D) to the verifier.
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(0/1)← ShowVerify(sk,(D ,〈mi〉i∈D), proo f ): the verifier running ShowVerify will receive proo f =
(σ̂ ,c,sr,〈smi〉i6∈D) from the user. It computes

t← gsr · σ̂−c·x0+∑i 6∈D (xi·smi)−∑i∈D (xi·mi·c)

and checks that c=H (t, σ̂ ,par, ipar). Output 1 if valid and 0 otherwise. The Show and ShowVerify
algorithms are depicted in Figure 22.

User U Verifier V

〈mi〉ni=1,σ ,〈σxi〉ni=0,D G,g,q 〈xi〉ni=0,D ,〈mi〉i∈D

r,ρr,ρmi 6∈D ←$ Zq

σ̂ ← σ r

t←∏i6∈D σ
ρmi ·r
xi gρr

c←H (t, σ̂ ,par, ipar)

sr← ρr + cr

〈smi ← ρmi − cmi〉i6∈D
σ̂ ,c,sr,〈smi〉i6∈D−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

t← gsr · σ̂−c·x0+∑i 6∈D (xi·smi )−∑i∈D (xi·mi·c)

Check c ?
= H (t, σ̂ ,par, ipar)

Figure 22: Definition of the Show and ShowVerify algorithms of our KVAC scheme.

6.3 Implementation and Performance Analysis

The Show and ShowVerify algorithms of our scheme were implemented using a standard NIST
P-192 curve [11]. We stress that this selection of parameters reflects contemporary recommen-
dations regarding security levels, unlike other implementations of anonymous credentials that use
mostly small modular groups. Only standard MultOS API and free public development environment
(Eclipse IDE for C/C++ Developers, SmartDeck 3.0.1, MUtil 2.8) were used. For terminal applica-
tion, Java BigInteger class and BouncyCastle API were used. We compare our results (blue and red)
with the state of the art results of Vullers and Alpár (VA) [70] (black and white) for different numbers
of attributes stored and disclosed in Figure 23. We note that our implementation uses significantly
higher security parameters (1024-bit vs. 1776-bit DSA group equivalent according to [68]).

The algorithm time (blue) tells the time necessary to compute all algorithms on the card. The
overhead time (red) adds time necessary to do all the supporting actions, mainly establishing the
communication with a reader connected to PC and transferring APDUs. All results are arithmetic
means of 10 measurements in milliseconds2. Compared to VA’s implementation of Idemix, our
implementation of all proving protocol algorithms on the card is at least 44% faster in all cases, see
Figure 23 for details. In the case of only 2 attributes stored on the card, our scheme is by 72 %
faster than VA’s implementation. The card needs only 211 ms to compute the ownership proof for
disclosed attributes. The total time of around 360 ms necessary for the whole proof generation on
the card including communication with and computations on a terminal (standard PC, Core i7 2.4

2Unlike microcontrollers and CPUs, smart card SDKs do not provide public tools for the measurement of clock cycles. Further-

more, the conversion between the number of cycles per an operation and it’s execution time is difficult due to cards’ variable clock

speed. Therefore, the performance is usually measured in milliseconds [44, 53, 70, 37].
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Figure 23: Speed of our proving protocol compared to Vullers and Alpár (VA) implementation [70]. Blue -

our algorithm time, red - our overhead, black - VA algorithm time and grey - VA overhead.
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GHz, 8 GB RAM) makes the implementation suitable also for time-critical applications like public
transportation and ticketing. We also evaluated our scheme using an embedded device (Raspberry
Pi 3) instead of the PC as a terminal. Even in that case the total time including overhead was below
450 ms. Based on our benchmarks, we expect that increasing security parameters to the 256-bit EC
level would cost acceptable 15 % - 20 % in performance. Our implementation is artificially limited
to 10 attributes per a user, but the smart card’s available memory resources (approx. 1.75 KB RAM
and 7.5 KB usable EEPROM) would allow storing upto 50 attributes on a single card.

Furthermore, we also provide the comparison of our scheme with the state of the art ABC
schemes, see Table 10. Our proving algorithm, the part of the protocol we envision being executed
on a smart card, only requires u+2 exponentiations, where u is the number of undisclosed attributes.
Idemix takes place in the RSA group, meaning that the exponentiations are much more expensive
than exponentiations in a prime order group. U-Prove lacks the unlinkability property. Compared
to MACBB, our scheme requires only 2 exponentiations without hidden attributes, whereas MACBB

requires 12, showing that especially for a small number of undisclosed attributes, our scheme is
significantly faster than MACBB.

Table 10: Comparison of presentation protocols of credential schemes.

Exp. Exp. Unlinkability MAC Security

prime RSA

U-Prove [58] u+1 0 7 7 -

Idemix [33] 0 u+3 3 7 sRSA [65]

Ringers et al. [64] n+u+9 0 3 7 whLRSW [71]

MACDDH [34] 6u+12 0 3 3 DDH [21]

MACGGM [34] 5u+4 0 3 3 GGM [67]

MACBB [16] u+12 0 3 3 q-sDH [22]

Our work u+2 0 3 3 sDDHI, SDH

[29, 26]
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7 CONCLUSION

The main goal of this doctoral thesis was to find novel privacy-preserving cryptographic solutions
for current ICT application scenarios, especially for access control and data collection systems.
The main emphasis was put on the support of new privacy-preserving features, such as anonymity,
untraceability and unlinkability. Furthermore, the revocation and identification must remain possible
and the developed schemes must be practical in wide applications, i.e. the implementation mus be
efficient even on constrained devices, such as smart cards. Following these requirements, the thesis
presents four novel lightweight privacy-preserving cryptographic proposals, that are provable secure
and practical in many current ICT application scenarios.

The first proposed scheme, presented in Section 3, is provably secure and provides the full set
of privacy-enhancing features, that is anonymity, untraceability and unlinkability of users. Further-
more, our scheme supports distributed multi-device authentication with multiple RFID user devices.
This feature is particularly important in applications for controlling an access to dangerous areas
where the presence of protective equipment is checked during each access control session. Besides
the full cryptographic specification, we also show the results of our implementation on devices com-
monly used in access control applications, i.e. smart cards and embedded verification terminals. By
avoiding costly operations on user devices, such as bilinear pairings, we were able to achieve times
comparable with existing systems (around 500 ms), while providing significantly higher security,
privacy protection and features for RFID multi-device authentication.

In Section 4, we provide the full cryptographic specification of our novel scheme for secure
privacy-friendly data collection that is designed for computationally restricted user devices and sup-
ports all the security, privacy-protection and inspection features. Using the scheme, data can be
anonymously collected from almost all types of devices, including simple sensors and smart meters.
On the other side, malicious users can be efficiently identified and revoked. Furthermore, we provide
the practical results of our implementation of the scheme on embedded devices, smart phones, smart
cards, smart watches, computers and servers so that the efficiency can be thoroughly evaluated on
various platforms.

Section 5 presents our novel anonymous attribute-based credential scheme. We modify the orig-
inal scheme of Hajny and Malina [43] in a way that the scheme becomes more efficient due the use
of elliptic curve construction. The scheme provides anonymity, untraceability, unlinkability, selec-
tive disclosure of attributes, non-transferability, revocation and malicious user identification as the
original scheme. However, by involving elliptic curves, we achieved faster verification phase (by
30%) and smaller communication cost between the user and the verifier (by 85%) compared to the
original scheme, with equivalent or greater security level.

The last proposed scheme is presented in Section 6. The section introduces our novel keyed-
verification credential system designed for lightweight devices (primarily smart cards) and provides
security and efficiency proofs. By using a novel algebraic MAC based on Boneh-Boyen signatures,
we achieve the most efficient proving protocol compared to existing schemes. In order to demon-
strate the practicality of our scheme, we present an implementation on a standard, off-the-shelf,
MultOS smart card. While using significantly higher security parameters than most existing imple-
mentations, we achieve performance that is more than 44 % better than the current state of the art
implementations.
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ABSTRACT

The doctoral thesis deals with privacy-preserving cryptographic schemes in access control and data collection
areas. Currently, card-based physical access control systems are used by most people on a daily basis, for
example, at work, in public transportation and at hotels. However, these systems have often very poor cryp-
tographic protection. For instance, user identifiers and keys can be easily eavesdropped and counterfeited.
Furthermore, privacy-preserving features are almost missing and, therefore, user’s movement and behavior
can by easily tracked. Service providers (and even eavesdroppers) can profile users, know what they do,
where they go, and what they are interested in. In order to improve this state, we propose four novel crypto-
graphic schemes based on efficient zero-knowledge proofs and elliptic curve cryptography. In particular, the
thesis presents three novel privacy-friendly authentication schemes for access control and one for data col-
lection application scenarios. The first scheme supports distributed multi-device authentication with multiple
Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) user’s devices. This feature is particularly important in applications
for controlling access to dangerous areas where the presence of protective equipment is checked during each
access control session. The other two presented schemes use attribute-based approach to protect user’s pri-
vacy, i.e. these schemes allow users to anonymously prove the ownership of their attributes, such as age,
citizenship, and gender. While one of our scheme brings efficient revocation and identification mechanisms,
the other one provides the fastest authentication phase among the current state of the art solutions. The last
(fourth) proposed scheme is a novel short group signature scheme for data collection scenarios. Data collec-
tion schemes are used for secure and reliable data transfer from multiple remote nodes to a central unit. With
the increasing importance of smart meters in energy distribution, smart house installations and various sensor
networks, the need for secure data collection schemes becomes very urgent. Such schemes must provide stan-
dard security features, such as confidentiality and authenticity of transferred data, as well as novel features,
such as strong protection of user’s privacy and identification of malicious users. The proposed schemes are
provably secure and provide the full set of privacy-enhancing features, namely anonymity, untraceability and
unlinkability of users. Besides the full cryptographic specification and security analysis, we also show the
results of our implementations on devices commonly used in access control and data collection applications.
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